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Abstract   This paper aims at obtaining boundary integral formulations as well as three 
dimensional (3D) fundamental solutions for unsaturated soils under dynamic loadings for 
the first time. The boundary integral equations are derived via the use of the weighted 
residuals method in a way that permits an easy discretization and implementation in a 
Boundary Element code. Also, the associated 3D fundamental solutions for such 
deformable porous medium are derived in Laplace transform domain using the method of 
Hörmander. The derived results are verified analytically by comparison with the 
previously introduced corresponding fundamental solutions in elastodynamic limiting 
case. These solutions can be used, afterwards, in a convolution quadrature method 
(CQM)-based boundary element formulations in order to model the wave propagation 
phenomena in such media in time domain. 

Keywords:  Boundary element method, Boundary integral equations, Fundamental 
solution, Singular behavior, Unsaturated soil, Multiphase porous media, Dynamic 
behavior 

1. Introduction 

In compacted fills or in arid climate areas where soils are submitted to wetting-drying 
cycles such as ground water recharge, surface runoff and evapo-transpiration, fine-
grained soils are not saturated with water, and contain some air. Due to capillary effects 
and soil-clay adsorption, the pore water is no more positive, and is submitted to suction. 

The dynamic behavior of the saturated soils has been extensively investigated [Biot 
(1941, 1956); Zienkiewicz and Shiomi (1984)]. In the current state of the art, it could be 
claimed that behavior of the saturated porous media has been well understood. 
Conversely, the study of the dynamic behavior of the unsaturated porous media is a 
relatively new area in the field of geotechnical earthquake engineering. 

Wave propagation in unsaturated soils and the dynamic response of such media are of 
great interest in geophysics, soil and rock mechanics, and many earthquake engineering 
problems. However, in geomechanics, the behavior of such media including more than 
two phases is not consistent with the principles and concepts of classic saturated soil 
mechanics. 
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From the mechanical point of view, an unsaturated porous medium can be represented as 
a three-phase (gas, liquid, and solid), or three-component (water, dry air, and solid) 
system in which two phases can be classified as fluids (i.e. liquid and gas). The liquid 
phase is considered to be pure water containing dissolved air and the gas phase is 
assumed to be a binary mixture of water vapor and ‘dry’ air.  

In order to model unsaturated soil behavior, first the governing partial differential 
equations should be derived and solved. Because of the complexity of the governing 
partial differential equations, with the exception of some simple cases, their closed-form 
solutions are not available. Therefore the numerical methods, such as the Finite Element 
Method (FEM) and the Boundary Element Method (BEM), should be used for such 
partial differential equations. 

The BEM is a very effective numerical tool for dynamic analysis of linear elastic 
bounded and unbounded media. The method is very attractive for wave propagation 
problems, because the discretization is done only on the boundary, yielding smaller 
meshes and systems of equations. Another advantage is that this method represents 
efficiently the outgoing waves through infinite domains, which is very useful when 
dealing with waves scattered by topographical structures. When this method is applied to 
problems with semi-infinite domains, there is no need to model the far field. In this 
method, during the formulation of boundary integral equations, the fundamental solutions 
for the governing partial differential equations should be derived first. Indeed, attempting 
to solve numerically the boundary value problems for unsaturated soils using BEM leads 
one to search for the associated fundamental solutions. 

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no 3D fundamental solution exists in the 
published literature for the dynamic modeling of unsaturated soils so far, hence the 
development of a BEM model for dynamic behaviour of unsaturated soil is not yet 
possible. 

The comprehensive state-of-the-art review by Gatmiri and Kamalian (2002), Gatmiri and 
Nguyen (2005), Gatmiri et al. (2010), Maghoul et al. (2010), Maghoul et al. (2011) 
provides clearly presented information on the fundamental solution applied to the soil and 
the porous media. For unsaturated soils, Gatmiri and Jabbari (2005 a, b) have derived the 
first fundamental solutions for the nonlinear governing differential equations for quasi-
static poroelastic media for both two and three dimensional problems. The corresponding 
thermo-poro-mechanic fundamental solutions for static and quasi-static problems are, 
respectively, derived by Jabbari and Gatmiri (2007) (for both two and three dimensional 
problems) and Gatmiri et al. (2010) (for two-dimensional problems) and Maghoul et al. 
(2010) (for three-dimensional problems). Also, it seems that the first attempt to obtain 
fundamental solutions for unsaturated soils under dynamic loadings (for two-dimensional 
problems) is referred to Maghoul et al. (2011). 

This paper aims at obtaining the boundary integral equation and 3D fundamental solution 
for unsaturated soils under dynamic loadings in order to be able to model the wave 
propagation phenomena in these media by BEM.  

In this paper first of all, the set of fully coupled governing differential equations of a 
porous medium saturated by two compressible fluids (water and air) subjected to 
dynamic loadings is obtained. These phenomenal formulations are presented based on the 



experimental observations and with respect to the poromechanics theory within the 
framework of the suction-based mathematical model presented by Gatmiri (1997) and 
Gatmiri et al. (1998). 

In this model, the effect of deformations on the suction distribution in the soil skeleton 
and the inverse effect are included in the formulation via a suction-dependent formulation 
of state surfaces of void ratio and degree of saturation. The linear constitutive law is 
assumed. The mechanical and hydraulic properties of porous media are assumed to be 
suction dependent. In this formulation, the solid skeleton displacements ��, water 
pressure �� and air pressure �� are presumed to be independent variables. 

Secondly, the Boundary Integral Equation (BIE) is developed directly from those 
equations via the use of the weighted residuals method for the first time in a way that 
permits an easy discretization and implementation in a numerical code. 

The associated 3D fundamental solution in Laplace transformed domain is presented by 
the use of the method of Hörmander (1963) for �� − �� − �� formulation of unsaturated 
porous media. As these solutions are the basis of BE formulation their singular behavior 
is also discussed. 

In this case that the fundamental solution is known only in the frequency domain and it 
seems too difficult to obtain the time-dependent fundamental solution in an explicit 
analytical form by an inverse transformation of the frequency domain results; the 
convolution integral in the BIE can be numerically approximated by a new approach 
called “Operational Quadrature Methods” developed by Lubich (1988 a, b). In this 
formulation, the convolution integral is numerically approximated by a quadrature 
formula whose weights are determined by the Laplace transform of the fundamental 
solution and a linear multistep method [Maghoul (2010); Maghoul et al. (2011)]. 

Finally, the derived results are verified analytically by comparison with the previously 
introduced corresponding fundamental solutions in the elastodynamic limiting case. 

2. Governing equations 

Governing differential equations consist of mass conservation equations of liquid and 
gaseous phases, the equilibrium equation of the skeleton associated with water and air 
flow equations and constitutive relation. Also to have a fully coupled model of 
unsaturated soil, the effect of the suction change on the skeleton deformation and on the 
water and air permeabilities is considered. The state variables are the net total stress �� − ��	 and matric suction ��� − ��	. The basic assumptions considered in this paper 
are the following: 

1. The medium consists of the superposition of three continuum media. 
2. The interconnected porous space is the space through which mass exchanges of 

fluids occur. 
3. The displacement field is defined by the displacements of the solid skeleton u (or u�) and the displacement of the fluids relative to the solid w (or w�). The 

absolute displacement of the fluids U (or U�) is defined in such a way that the 
volume of fluid α displaced through unit area normal to the x� direction is nSU� 
where n is the porosity and S is the degree of saturation relative to fluid α. 



4. The poroelastic medium of the skeleton is isotropic and linear. 
5. The solid grains are considered incompressible. 
6. The infinitesimal transformation is considered. Then, the volume dilatation of the 

skeleton is equal to the variation of the porous connected space: ���� = �1 − n	u� �,�                            ( 1 ) 

7. Generalized Darcy’s law is valid for motion of water and air. 
8. Darcy flow velocity or the Eulerian relative flow vector of fluid volume (with 

respect to the skeleton) for fluid α can be defined through the relation w�  = nS�U�  − u� �            ( 2 ) 
in which U�  is the Eulerian absolute fluid velocity.  

9. Void ratio and degree of saturation state surfaces are suction-dependent. 

2.1 Solid skeleton 

The equilibrium equation and the constitutive law for a non-isothermal isotropic and 
linear medium can be written as follows, 

 
2.1.1 Equilibrium equation �σ�� − δ��p �,� + p ,� + f� = ρu$ �              ( 3 ) 

where % = �1 − &	%' + &(�%� + &(�%� is the total density of the mixture.  

In this equation, the relative acceleration terms of the fluids �w$ ), w$  	 are omitted. 

2.1.2 Constitutive law: 

Under the assumption of small deformations, the constitutive law for the solid skeleton of 
an unsaturated soil, which is under suction effect, can be written as �σ�� − δ��p � = �λδ��ε,, + 2με��� − F��0�p − p)	      ( 4 ) 

where λ, μ are Lame coefficients, 1�2 is the Kronecker delta and F��0  is the suction modulus 
matrix: F��0 = D��,4�D,40 	56        ( 5 ) 

in which D,40  is a vector obtained from the state surface of void ratio �7	 which is a 
function of the independent variables of  �� − ��	 and ��� − ��	. �D,40 	56 = 6689 :9:�;<5;=	 >1 1 0@A            ( 6 ) 

The elasticity matrix �B�2CD� can be presented by using the bulk modulus and the tangent 
modulus B�2CD�E, F	 = B�2CD�GH, IJ	 = B�2CD�� − �� , �� − ��	             ( 7 ) 

where E� is tangent elastic modulus which can be evaluated as E� = E4 + E0       ( 8 ) E4	is the elastic modulus in absence of suction and 



I' = M'��� − ��	        ( 9 ) m0 being a constant, E0 represents the effect of suction on the elastic modulus. KH is the 
bulk modulus of an open system and evaluated from the surface state of void ratio GH56 = 668P QPQ�R5ST	  ( 10 ) 

Considering the strain–deformation relation: ε�� = 6U �u�,� + u�,��    ( 11 ) 

The final equation, stating the equilibrium of solid skeleton becomes �λ + μ	u�,�� + μu�,�� + F0p),� + �1 − F0	p ,� − ρu$ � + f� = 0        ( 12 ) 

2.2 Mass conservation of water 

The conservation law for the mass of water is written: w� �,�) = −S)ε� �� + C))p�) + C) p�     ( 13 ) 

where C) = −ng6 and C)) = �ng6 − C)nS)	 in which C) = dρ)/�ρ)dp)	 is the 
compressibility of water and g6 = dS)/d�p − p)	.  
The degree of saturation in unsaturated soil S) depends on the net stress level �σ − p 	 
and variation of suction �p − p)	. Numerous relations have been introduced to define 
the degree of saturation of unsaturated soils, but the exponential form based on suction 
variations is one of the most common and reliable ones. The exponential form of the 
degree of saturation is presented here by omitting the dependency to the net stress in the 
original equation [Gatmiri (1997)]: S) = 1 − Z1 − exp�β)�p − p)	�]               ( 14 ) 

in which β) is constant. By assuming a negative β), one can see that any increase in 
suction results in a decrease in S) and any decrease in suction results in the approach of S) to one (saturated). 

2.3 Mass conservation of air 

With the same approach presented for the water mass conservation, the mass 
conservation equation of the air can be written as �̂ �,�� = −(�_��� + `����� + `�����        ( 15 ) 

where C ) = −ng6 and `�� = �&a6 − `�&(�	 in which C = dρ /�ρ dp 	 is the 
compressibility of air. 

2.4 Flow equation for the water 

Based on generalized Darcy’s law for describing the balance of the forces acting on the 
liquid phase of the representative elementary volume, the water velocity in the 
unsaturated soil takes the following form: −p),� = ρ)u$ � + )� b=,= − ρ)g�       ( 16 ) 



where k) = a)109= ef=5f=g65f=g h�= 	 denotes the water permeability in an unsaturated soil 

in which e is the void ratio, a), α), d) and S)i are constants depending on the soil 
studied. 

In this equation, the relative acceleration terms of the water is omitted. 

2.5 Flow equation for the air 

With the same approach presented for the water based on generalized Darcy’s law, the air 
velocity in the unsaturated soil takes the following form: −��,� = %��$ � + �� jTCT − %�a�         ( 17 ) 

where k = k<l<m< �e�1 − S)	��< 	 is the air permeability in an unsaturated soil in which μ  

is the air viscosity, e is the void ratio, c  and d  are constants depending on the soil 
studied). 

2.6 Summary of the field equations 

By introducing (4) into (3), (16) into (13) and (17) into (15), we have �E + F	�o,po + F�p,oo + q'��,p + �1 − q'	��,p − %�$p + rp = 0						 ( 18 ) −S)u�, + ρ)k)u$, + k)p), + C))p�) + C) p�  = 0							 ( 19 ) −S u�, + ρ k u$, + k p , + C) p�) + C  p�  = 0					 ( 20 )	
2.7 Governing equations in the Laplace transformed domain 

The Laplace transformation is used to eliminate the time variable of a partial differential 
equation. Therefore, by applying the Laplace transform with the assumption of zero 
initial conditions,  u��sH	 = w��sH	) = w��sH	      ( 21 ) p)��sH	 = p ��sH	 = 0      ( 22 ) 

we can rewrite compactly the transformed coupled differential equation system into the 
following matrix form: 

Bu vuwpw)pw x + vfy00 x = 0      ( 23 ) 

with the not self-adjoint operator Bu: 

Bu = z�μ∆ − ρsU	δ} + �λ + μ	 ∂ ∂} F0 ∂ �1 − F0	 ∂−sθ6 ∂} k)∆ + C))s C) s−sθU ∂} C) s k ∆ + C  s�      ( 24 ) 

where θ6 = �S) − ρ)k)s	 and θU = �S − ρ k s	.  
In equations (23) and (24), α, β = 1,3���� in three dimensional problems. Also in (24), the 
partial derivative �1	, is denoted by ∂ and ∆= ∂ is the Laplacian operator. 



Based on this equation in the next section, the boundary integral equation and 
fundamental solutions are derived. 

3. Boundary integral equation 

We aim at reaching the boundary integral equations for dynamic unsaturated 
poroelasticity at such a level that it allows application to physical meaningful problem. 
The corresponding fundamental solutions will be derived in section 4. Thank to the 
Boundary Element Method an easy discretization and implementation can be done in a 
numerical code. To that end the present section is dedicated to the derivation of a set of 
the boundary integral equations for dynamic multiphase poro-elasticity using the 
weighted residuals method. In this method, the poro-elasto-dynamic integral equation is 
derived directly by equating the inner product of Eq. (23) and the matrix of the adjoint 
fundamental solutions Gu∗ implying that    Bu∗Gu∗ + Iδ�x − ξ	 = 0        ( 25 ) 

to a null vector, i.e. 

� Bu� vuwpw)pw x Gu∗dΩ = 0 with  

Gu∗ = �Gu}∗ Gu�∗ Gu�∗Gu�}∗ Gu��∗ Gu��∗Gu�}∗ Gu��∗ Gu��∗ � = ��
��Uu}f

∗ Uu)∗ Uu ∗Pu}��∗ ����∗ ����∗Pu}��∗ ����∗ ����∗ ��
��      ( 26 ) 

where the integration is performed over a domain Ω  with boundary Γ and vanishing body 
forces and sources are assumed. By this inner product, essentially, the error in satisfying 
the governing differential equations (23), is forced to be orthogonal to Gu∗ [Schanz 
(2001)]. 

This yields, after some algebraic manipulations, the following system of integral 
equations in index notation as 

     ( 27 ) ���E�wC,C − q'��w� − �w�	 + �w��&o1po + F��wo,p + �wp,o�&o���p2∗ �Γ  −��wp��E��C2,2∗ + ¡¢6���2∗ ++¡¢U���2∗ �&o1po + F���p2,o∗ + ��o2,p∗ ���Γ + £����w�,¤���2∗ − �w����2,¤∗ ��Γ  + £����w�,¤���2∗ − �w����2,¤∗ ��Γ +� ��w�¥��¦∗ ���¦2∗ �Ω� = 0 

	in which 



Bu∗ = z�μ∆ − ρsU	δ} + �λ + μ	 ∂ ∂} sθ6 ∂ sθU ∂−q'§o k)∆ + C))s C) s−�1 − F0	 ∂} C) s k ∆ + C  s�      ( 33 ) 

By substituting Eq (30) into (32) and using the property of Dirac’s delta function 1�¨ − ©	, we reach the transformed dynamic unsaturated poroelastic boundary integral 
representation for the transformed internal displacements and pressures given in matrix 
form, i.e., 

    ( 34 ) 

ª�©	« zuw�©; ¡	pw)�©; ¡	pw �©; ¡	�
= � ���

�Uu}� ∗�¨, ©; ¡	 −Pup��∗�¨, ©; ¡	 −Pup��∗�¨, ©; ¡	Uuo�∗�¨, ©; ¡	 −����∗�¨, ©; ¡	 −����∗�¨, ©; ¡	Uuo�∗�¨, ©; ¡	 −����∗�¨, ©; ¡	 −����∗�¨, ©; ¡	 ���
� z ̃�¨; ¡	w̄)�¨; ¡	w̄ �¨; ¡	� �Γ 

−� ���
�°�}� ∗�¨, ©; ¡	 ±�p��∗�¨, ©; ¡	 ±�p��∗�¨, ©; ¡	°�o�∗�¨, ©; ¡	 ±���∗�¨, ©; ¡	 ±���∗�¨, ©; ¡	°�o�∗�¨, ©; ¡	 ±���∗�¨, ©; ¡	 ±���∗�¨, ©; ¡	 ���

� z�w�¨; ¡	�w)�¨; ¡	�w �¨; ¡	� �Γ   

where the traction vector, the normal water flux and the normal air flux are respectively   ̃ = �po&o = ��E�wC,C − q'��w� − �w�	 + �w��1po + F��wo,p + �wp,o��&o    ( 35 ) w̄) = −£���w�,¤ + %�¡U�wp&p�           ( 36 ) w̄� = −£���w�,¤ + %�¡U�wp&p�           ( 37 ) 

The coefficient ª�2 has a value 1�2 for points inside Ω and zero outside Ω. The value of ª�2 
for points on the boundary Γ is determined from the Cauchy principal value of the 
integrals. It is equal to 0.51�2 for points on Γ where the boundary is smooth.  

Also the ú�∗, µu��∗and µu��∗ in Eq (34) can be interpreted as the adjoint terms to the 
traction vector ̃, the water flux w̄) and the air flux w̄  as follows: °�}� ∗ = ��E¶uCo,C� ∗ + ¡(�Puo��∗ + ¡(�Puo��∗�1pD + F�Uu},D� ∗ + UuD},p� ∗��&D     ( 38 ) °��∗ = ��E¶uC,C� ∗ + ¡(�����∗ + ¡(�����∗�1pD + F�Uu,D� ∗ + UuD,p� ∗��&D     ( 39 ) °��∗ = ��E¶uC,C� ∗ + ¡(�����∗ + ¡(�����∗�1pD + F�Uu,D� ∗ + UuD,p� ∗��&D     ( 40 ) ±�p��∗ = £�Pup,¤��∗    ( 41 ) ±���∗ = £�Pu,¤��∗

    ( 42 ) ±���∗ = £�Pu,¤��∗    ( 43 ) ±�p��∗ = £�Pup,¤�� ∗    ( 44 ) ±���∗ = £�Pu,¤��∗
    ( 45 ) 



±���∗ = £�Pu,¤��∗    ( 46 ) 

Eq (34) can be compacted in index notation for the 3D case as follows ª�©	«�w2�©; ¡	 = � ���2∗ �¨, ©; ¡	̃��¨; ¡	 − q��2∗ �¨, ©; ¡	�w��¨; ¡	        ( 47 ) 

where ̃� = >̃ w̄) w̄�@·, �w� = >�w �w) �w�@· and also 

���2∗ = ���
�Uu}� ∗ −Pup��∗ −Pup��∗Uuo�∗ −����∗ −����∗
Uuo�∗ −����∗ −����∗ ���

�
           ( 48 ) 

q��2∗ = ���
�°�}� ∗ ±�p��∗ ±�p��∗°�o�∗ ±���∗ ±���∗
°�o�∗ ±���∗ ±���∗ ���

�
          ( 49 ) 

with ¸, ¹ varies from one to five and º, », £ varies from one to three. 

The time dependent boundary integral equation for the unsaturated soil is obtained by a 
transformation to time domain. ª�©	«�2�©; 	 = � � ���2∗ �¨, ©;  − ¼	��¨; ¼	 − q�2∗ �¨, ©;  − ¼	���¨; ¼	��Γ �H       ( 50 ) 

4. Fundamental solutions 

The objective of this section is to derive the fundamental solutions for the unsaturated 
poroelastodynamic governing equation (23) in the Laplace transform domain. 

These solutions are used in the time-dependent convolution quadrature-based BE 
formulation which needs only Laplace transformed fundamental solutions. 

The physical interpretation of the fundamental solutions for the system of equations (23) 
is the response of the medium in the point ¨ to, respectively, a unit point excitation F� �� = F� �e� = δ�x − ξ	δ��  in the solid skeleton domain with infinite boundaries, 

represented by Uu}� , Pu}�� and Pu}�� , as well as a unit source in the water fluid γw) =δ�x − ξ	 represented by Uu), ����, ���� and a unit source in the air fluid γw = δ�x − ξ	 
represented by Uu , ����, ����. Here, Uu, ��� and ��� denote, respectively, the 
displacement of the solid skeleton in the º direction, the water and air pressures and the 
superscripts (,¾, ¿ designs the applied force in, respectively, solid skeleton, water and 
air fluids. Also, the second subscript β presents the direction of applied force in the solid 
skeleton.   

Mathematically speaking a fundamental solution is a solution of the equation BG +Iδ�x − ξ	δ�t − τ	 = 0 where the matrix of fundamental solutions is denoted by G, the 
identity matrix by I and the matrix differential operator by B.  

As in a 3D unsaturated poroelastic problem there are five unknowns �u6, uU, �Â, p), p 	 
per each observation point therefore, the dimension of the fundamental solution matrix is 5 × 5 per each point: 



Äu = ���po ��p� ��p����o ���� �������o ���� ����� = �¶upo' ¶up� ¶up���o�� ���� ������o�� ���� �����     ( 51 ) 

In this study, because the operator type of the governing equations is an elliptical 
operator the explicit 3D Laplace transform domain fundamental solution are derived by 
using the method of Hörmander [Hörmander (1963)]. The idea of this method is to 
reduce the highly complicated operator given in (24) to simple well known operators. In 
this method, in the Laplace transform domain, the first stage is to find the matrix of 
cofactors BkÅ to calculate the inverse matrix of B (B56 = BkÅ/ detB). For the second 
stage, we assume that φ is a scalar solution to the equation det�B	 Iφ + Iδ�x − ξ	 = 0	 ↭ 	B	BkÅφ+ δ�x − ξ	 = 0     ( 52 ) 

Consequently, we get G = BkÅφ      ( 53 ) 

From the mathematical theory of Green's formula, it is known that the fundamental 
solution should satisfy the adjoint operator [Stakgold 1998]. As shown in equation (24), 
all the operators are elliptic and not self-adjoint. Therefore, for the deduction of 
fundamental solutions, the adjoint operator Bu∗ has to be used: 

Bu∗ = z�μ∆ − ρsU	δ} + �λ + μ	 ∂ ∂} sθ6 ∂ sθU ∂−F0 ∂} k)∆ + C))s C) s−�1 − F0	 ∂} C) s k ∆ + C  s�     ( 54 ) 

At first following Hörmander’s idea (52) the determinant of the operator Bu∗ are 
calculated: �7�Bu∗� = FU�E + 2F	£�£��Δ − E6U	U�Δ − EUU	�Δ − EÂU	�Δ − E�U	      ( 55 ) 

in which the coefficients λ�U	�i = 1,4����	 are the coefficients corresponding to the wave 
velocity propagating through the medium in a way that λ6U = ρsU/μ is related to the shear 
wave velocity and λUU, λÂU and λ�U correspond to the three compressional waves which are 
affected by the degree of saturation and the spatial distribution of fluids within the 
medium [Maghoul et al. (2011)]. These three roots must be determined as these which 
satisfy: EUU +	EÂU + E�U = Ë'Ì8ÍÎËÏ'Ì8ËT�65ÍÎ	'Ì�Ð8UÑ	 − ÒTT'CT − ÒÏÏ'CÏ − �ÏÍÎ'�Ð8UÑ	CÏ − �T�65ÍÎ	'�Ð8UÑ	CT      ( 56 ) EUU	EÂU + EUUE�U + EÂUE�U =− ËÒTT'Ó�Ð8UÑ	CT − ËÒÏÏ'Ó�Ð8UÑ	CÏ − ËÏ�ÍÎÒTT5�65ÍÎ	ÒÏT	'Ó�Ð8UÑ	CT − ËT�5ÍÎÒÏT8�65ÍÎ	ÒÏÏ	'Ó�Ð8UÑ	CÏ +�ÒÏÏÒTT5ÒÏTÌ �'ÌCÏCT + �Ï�ÍÎÒTT5�65ÍÎ	ÒÏT	'Ì�Ð8UÑ	CÏCT + �T�5ÍÎÒÏT8�65ÍÎ	ÒÏÏ	'Ì�Ð8UÑ	CÏCT                                 ( 57 ) 

EUU	EÂU	E�U = Ë�ÒÏÏÒTT5ÒÏTÌ �'Ô�Ð8UÑ	CÏCT                     

Secondly, by introducing the determinant, the scalar equation corresponding to (52) is 
given by 



�Δ − E6U	�Δ − EUU	�Δ − EÂU	�Δ − E�U	Φ + 1�¨ − ©	 = 0      ( 58 ) 

in which Φ is an interim operator, i.e. Φ = FU�E + 2F	£�£��Δ − E6U	Ö          ( 59 ) 

Equation (58) can be expressed as either of four equations (60), (61), (62) and (63): �Δ − E6U	Ö6 + 1�¨ − ©	 = 0; Ö6 = �Δ − EUU	�Δ − EÂU	�Δ − E�U	Φ         ( 60 ) �Δ − EUU	ÖU + 1�¨ − ©	 = 0; ÖU = �Δ − E6U	�Δ − EÂU	�Δ − E�U	Φ         ( 61 ) �Δ − EÂU	ÖÂ + 1�¨ − ©	 = 0; ÖÂ = �Δ − E6U	�Δ − EUU	�Δ − E�U	Φ         ( 62 ) �Δ − E�U	Ö� + 1�¨ − ©	 = 0; Ö� = �Δ − E6U	�Δ − EUU	�Δ − EÂU	Φ         ( 63 ) 

The above differential equations are of the familiar Helmholtz type. The fundamental 
solution of Helmholtz differential equations for an only r-dependent fully symmetric 
three-dimensional domain is Ö� = P×S�5ÐjØ	�ÙØ , ¸ = 1,4����                ( 64 ) 

By definition of Ö6, ÖU, ÖÂ and Ö�, it is deduced: 

        ( 65 ) 

Φ = 1�EÂU − E�U	�EUU − E6U	 ÚÖÂ − ÖUEÂU − EUU − ÖÂ −Ö6EÂU − E6U + Ö� − Ö6E�U − E6U − Ö� − ÖUE�U − EUU Û 
Replacing equation (64) into (65), one obtains 

      ( 66 ) 

Ö = 14ÜÝ Þ 7¨��−E6Ý	�E6U − EÂU	�E6U − E�U	�E6U − EUU	 + 7¨��−EUÝ	�EUU − E�U	�EUU − EÂU	�EUU − E6U	+ 7¨��−EÂÝ	�EÂU − EUU	�EÂU − E6U	�EÂU − E�U	 + 7¨��−E�Ý	�E�U − E6U	�E�U − EUU	�E�U − EÂU	ß 

in which the argument Ý = |¨ − ©| denotes the distance between a load point and an 
observation point. 

Finally, we can determine the components of fundamental solution tensor by applying the 
matrix of cofactors Bu∗áâ to the scalar function Ö which are: 

− Displacement caused by a Dirac force in the solid 

( 67 ) 

��po∗ = ¶upo� ∗ = 14ÜF−�E + F	ΛU%¡U ä �E�U − G''6U ��E�U −G''UU ��E�U − E�86U ��E�U − E�8UU ��E�U − E�8ÂU � �å6 + åUE�
+ åÂE�U�exp�−E�Ý	æ + 1po4ÜFÝ 

in which λ�U = λ6U, λçU = λUU, λèU = λÂU, å6 = �ÂØ,éØ,ê5ëéê�ØÓ , åU = �ÂØ,éØ,ê5ëéê�ØÌ , åÂ = Ø,éØ,êØ , ΛU = Ë'Ì�Ð8UÑ	 and G''6U +G''UU = − �ÏÍÎ'�Ð8Ñ	CÏ − �T�65ÍÎ	'�Ð8Ñ	CT − �CÏÒTT8CTÒÏÏ	'CÏCT + ËÏÍÎ'Ì�Ð8Ñ	 +



ËT�65ÍÎ	'Ì�Ð8Ñ	 , K006U K00UU = �ì==ì<<5ì=<Ì �0Ì,=,< + f=�íîì<<5ì=<�65íî	�0Ì�ï8m	,=,< + f<�5íîì=<8ì==�65íî	�0Ì�ï8m	,=,<  − ð=�íîì<<5ì=<�65íî	�0Ó�ï8m	,< − ð<�5íîì=<8ì==�65íî	�0Ó�ï8m	,= . 

− Water pressure caused by a Dirac force in the solid Gu�}∗ = Pu})f∗ = 5íî�ñ�ï8Um	,= Ø,êòÌ �68Øïb	P×S�5ÐjØ	�ïbóÌÌ 5ïbÌ��ïbóôÌ 5ïbÌ� eλ�U − �ì=<�65íî	5íîì<<	íî,< sh       ( 68 ) 

in which i = 2,4���� and λ�U = λUU, λçU = λÂU.  

− Air pressure caused by a Dirac force in the solid Gu�}∗ = Pu}�f∗ = 5�65íî	�ñ�ï8Um	,T Ø,êòÌ �68Øïb	P×S�5ÐjØ	�ïbóÌÌ 5ïbÌ��ïbóôÌ 5ïbÌ� eλ�U − �ì=<íî5ìÏÏ�65íî	��65íî	CÏ sh       ( 69 ) 

in which i = 2,4���� and λ�U = λUU, λçU = λÂU.  

− Displacement caused by a Dirac source in the water fluid Gu�∗ = Uuõ∗ = ��Ï5CÏËÏ'	'�ñ�ï8Um	CÏ Ø,êòÌ �68Øïb	P×S�5ÐjØ	�ïbóÌÌ 5ïbÌ��ïbóôÌ 5ïbÌ� �λ�U − Gp��       ( 70 ) 

in which i = 2,4����, λ�U = λUU, λçU = λÂU and Gp� = �ì=<�f<5ð<,<0	5ì<<�f=5ð=,=0	�,<�f=5ð=,=0	 s.  
− Displacement caused by a Dirac source in the air fluid Gu�∗ = Uuö∗ = ��T5CTËT'	'�ñ�ï8Um	CT Ø,êòÌ �68Øïb	P×S�5ÐjØ	�ïbóÌÌ 5ïbÌ��ïbóôÌ 5ïbÌ� �λ�U − Gp��       ( 71 ) 

in which i = 2,4����, λ�U = λUU, λçU = λÂU and Gp� = �ì=<�f=5ð=,=0	5ì==�f<5ð<,<0	�,=�f<5ð<,<0	 s.  
− Water pressure caused by a Dirac source in the water fluid Gu��∗ = Pu)õ∗ = 6�ñ,=Ø P×S�5ÐjØ	�ïbóÌÌ 5ïbÌ��ïbóôÌ 5ïbÌ� �λ�U − K)U ��λ�U − Λ)U �  ( 72 ) 

in which i = 2,4���� and λ�U = λUU, λçU = λÂU and K)U Λ)U = 5ðì<<0Ó�ï8Um	,< and K)U + Λ)U =5f<�65íî	0�ï8Um	,< − ì<<0,< + ð<,<�65íî	0Ì�ï8Um	,< + ð0Ì�ï8Um	.   
− Air pressure caused by a Dirac source in the air fluid Gu��∗ = Pu�ö∗ = 6�ñCTØ P×S�5ÐjØ	�ïbóÌÌ 5ïbÌ��ïbóôÌ 5ïbÌ� �λ�U − K�U��λ�U − Λ�U �  ( 73 ) 

in which i = 2,4���� and λ�U = λUU, λçU = λÂU and K UΛ U = 5ðì==0Ó�ï8Um	,= and K)U + Λ)U = 5f=íî0�ï8Um	,= −ì==0,= + ð=,=íî0Ì�ï8Um	,= + ð0Ì�ï8Um	.   
− Air pressure caused by a Dirac source in the water fluid 

    ( 74 ) Gu��∗ = Pu õ∗
= s4π�λ + 2μ	k)k Ý �−�λ + 2μ	C) + �ρ)k)s − S)	�1 − F0	�λ�U + ρC) sU�λ�8UU − λ�U��λ�86U − λ�U� 7¨��−λ�r	 
in which i = 2,4���� and λ�U = λUU, λçU = λÂU. 



− Water pressure caused by a Dirac source in the air fluid 

    ( 75 ) Gu��∗ = Pu�ö∗= s4π�λ + 2μ	k)k Ý �−�λ + 2μ	C) + �ρ�k�s − S�	F0	λ�U + ρC) sU�λ�8UU − λ�U��λ�86U − λ�U� 7¨��−λ�r	 
in which i = 2,4���� and λ�U = λUU, λçU = λÂU. 

 

In the derivation of the multiphase poroelastodynamic boundary integral equation (34) 
several abbreviations corresponding to an ‘adjoint’ traction or flux are introduced (Eqs. 
(38)-(46)). At first, the ‘adjoint’ traction solution is presented. However, for simplicity, 
only parts are given 

− °�}� ∗ = ��E¶uCo,C� ∗ + ¡(�Puo��∗ + ¡(�Puo��∗�1pD + F�Uu},D� ∗ + UuD},p� ∗��&D 
 ( 76 ) �Uu},D� ∗ + UuD},p� ∗�&D= &D2ÜÝ ù �̀'� úå�ÝU úE� + 1Ýû + åçÝ E�U − Ý,pÝ,oÝ,DE�Âû 7¨��−E�Ý	ü

− �Ý,p&o + Ý,¤1po�4ÜFÝ úE6 + 1Ýû 7¨��−E6Ý	 
where å� = 3�Ý,p1oD + Ý,o1pD + Ý,D1po − 5Ý,pÝ,oÝ,D�, åç = �Ý,p1oD + Ý,o1pD + Ý,D1po −6Ý,pÝ,oÝ,D�. UuC},C� ∗1pD&D = − Ø,ê¤é�ÙØ ú �̀'� eE� + 6Øh E�U7¨��−E�Ý	û − Ø,ê¤é�ÙÑØ eE6 + 6Øh 7¨��−E6Ý	     ( 77 ) 

 

− °��∗ = ��E¶uC,C� ∗ + ¡(�����∗ + ¡(�����∗�1pD + F�Uu,D� ∗ + UuD,p� ∗��&D �Uu,D� ∗ + UuD,p� ∗�&D = ¤þUÙØ �̀56'�å�567¨��−E�Ý	    ( 78 ) UuC,C� ∗1pD&D = − ¤é�ÙØ e �̀56'�E�U7¨��−E�Ý	h             ( 79 ) 

with i = 2,4���� and åC = �ëéþ5ÂØ,éØ,þ�ØÌ + EC �ëéþ5ÂØ,éØ,þ�Ø − ECUÝ,pÝ,D 
 

− °��∗ = ��E¶uC,C� ∗ + ¡(�����∗ + ¡(�����∗�1pD + F�Uu,D� ∗ + UuD,p� ∗��&D �Uu,D� ∗ + UuD,p� ∗�&D = ¤þUÙØ �̀56'� å�567¨��−E�Ý	    ( 78 ) UuC,C� ∗1pD&D = − ¤é�ÙØ e �̀56'� E�U7¨��−E�Ý	h             ( 79 ) 

with i = 2,4���� and åC = �ëéþ5ÂØ,éØ,þ�ØÌ + EC �ëéþ5ÂØ,éØ,þ�Ø − ECUÝ,pÝ,D 
The other explicit expressions are 



±�p��∗ = &º4ÜÝ`¸−1^( å¸−1	7¨��−E¸Ý	    ( 80 ) 

±���∗ = − Ý,&4ÜÝ ú`¸−1^¾ eE¸ + 1Ýh 7¨��−E¸Ý	û    ( 81 ) 

±���∗ = − Ý,&4ÜÝ ú`¸−1^¿ eE¸ + 1Ýh 7¨��−E¸Ý	û    ( 82 ) 

±�p��∗ = &º4ÜÝ`¸−1�( å¸−1	7¨��−E¸Ý	    ( 83 ) 

±���∗ = − Ý,&4ÜÝ ú`¸−1�¾ eE¸ + 1Ýh 7¨��−E¸Ý	û    ( 84 ) 

±���∗ = − Ý,&4ÜÝ ú`¸−1�¿ eE¸ + 1Ýh 7¨��−E¸Ý	û    ( 85 ) 

in which i = 2,4���� and the coefficients are presented in Appendix A. 

5. Singular behavior 

As shown in part 3, the boundary integral equation is obtained by moving © to the 
boundary Γ. Then in order to determine the unknown boundary data, it is necessary to 
know the behaviour of the fundamental solutions when Ý = |© − ¨	| tends to zero, i.e. 
when an integration point ¨ approaches a collocation point ©. Simple series expansions of 
the fundamental solutions with respect to the variable Ý = |© − ¨	| show that the 
singularity of these solutions in the limit Ý → 0 is equal to the elastostatic, poro-
elastostatic or the acoustic fundamental solutions (Table 1). 

The variable Ý in the 3D fundamental solutions is in the exponential functions. Then, as Ý → 0, so does the argument of the modified exponential functions. Consequently, one 
has: 7¨��−ECÝ	 = ∑ �5Ð�Ø	þD!�DsH = 1 − ECÝ + ℴ�ÝU	     ( 86 ) 

Thus, by replacing Eq. (86) into the 3D solutions and after some algebraic manipulations 
one obtains: ¶upo� ∗ = 66çÙ 6Ñ�65�	 	6Ø 	×é×êØÌ + 1po�3 − 4
	����PD�'Jâ'J�J�á	��¤��¦P¤J�D	'âD�J�â¤

+ ℴ�ÝU	   ( 87 ) 

Pu)õ∗ = 6�ÙCÏ 6Ø���SâØâPD�'Jâ'J�J�á	��¤��¦P¤J�D	'âD�J�â¤
+ ℴ�ÝU	    ( 88 ) 

Pu��∗ = 6�ÙCT 6Ø + ℴ�ÝU	    ( 89 ) ¶up�∗ = ¶up�∗ = ℴ�ÝU	   ( 90 ) Puo��∗ = Puo��∗ = ℴ�ÝU	      ( 91 ) Pu��∗ = Pu��∗ = ℴ�ÝU	    ( 92 ) 

Also, for adjoint fundamental solutions we have: 

    ( 93 ) 



°�po� ∗ = − 6
�Ù 6�65�	 	 6ØÌ 	QØQ¤ ��1 − 2
	1po + 3Ý,pÝ,o� − �1 − 2
	�Ý,p&o − Ý,o&p�����PD�'Jâ'J�J�á	��¤��¦P¤J�D	'âD�J�â¤

+ ℴ�ÝU	   
°�põ∗ = '�ÙCÏ 	�Ù��Ï5CÏËÏ'	�Ð8UÑ	 Ý,¤Ý,p + £�%�¡&p� 6Ø + ℴ�ÝU	  ( 94 ) 

°�p�∗ = '�ÙCT 	�Ù��T5CTËT'	�Ð8UÑ	 Ý,¤Ý,p + £�%�¡&p� 6Ø + ℴ�ÝU	  ( 95 ) ±�)õ∗ = ±���∗ = − Ø,��ÙØÌ����áâ�'J�á	��¤��¦P¤J�D	'âD�J�â¤ + ℴ�ÝU	    ( 96 ) 

±�p��∗ = íî�ñ�ï8Um	 6Ø �&p − 2Ý,¤Ý,p�+ ℴ�Ý2�    ( 97 ) 

±�p��∗ = �65íî	�ñ�ï8Um	 6Ø �&p − 2Ý,¤Ý,p�+ ℴ�Ý2�    ( 98 ) 

 

Table 1. Kind of singularity of 3D fundamental solutions 

Components Singularity Uu}� ∗
 weakly singular �1/Ý	 Uuo�∗
 regular �1/Ý	 Uuo�∗ regular �1/Ý	 Pup��∗ regular �1/Ý	 Pup��∗ regular �1/Ý	 ����∗
 weakly singular �1/Ý	 ����∗ weakly singular �1/Ý	 ����∗
 regular �1/Ý	 ����∗ regular �1/Ý	 °�}� ∗
 hyper singular �1/ÝU	 °�o�∗
 weakly singular �1/Ý	 °�o�∗ weakly singular �1/Ý	 ±�p��∗ weakly singular �1/Ý	 ±�p��∗ weakly singular �1/Ý	 ±���∗
 hyper singular �1/ÝU	 ±���∗ hyper singular �1/ÝU	 ±���∗ regular �1/Ý	 ±���∗
 regular �1/Ý	 



6. Analytical verification of the fundamental solutions 

Having derived the fundamental solution, at this stage, it is of interest to verify the 
validity of these solutions in somewhat more detail. One limiting case is presented here. 
Investigate the solution form as £� and £� approach infinity, %� , %� and q' approach 
zero, to see if they would exactly take the same form as the elastodynamic fundamental 
solution in the Laplace transform domain. 

6.1 Limiting case: Elastodynamic 

Letting £� and £� approach infinity and %� , %� and q' equal zero, the roots of the 
determinant equation (55) reduce to two and we will have E6U = Ë'ÌÑ , EUU = EÂU = 0, E�U = ΛU = Ë'Ì�Ð8UÑ	    ( 99 ) 

Then, Uuo�∗ = Uuo�∗ = 0         ( 100 ) Pup��∗ = Pup��∗       ( 101 ) ����∗ = ����∗ = 0      ( 102 ) Pu õ∗ = ����∗ = 0						 ( 103 )	Uu}f ∗ = 6UñðìÌÌ eaδ} − b ����òÌ h         ( 104 ) 

in which 

� = e6Ø + ÒÌ'ØÌ + ÒÌÌ'ÌØÓh 7¨� e− 'ØÒÌh − ÒÌÌÒôÌ e Òô'ØÌ + ÒôÌ'ÌØÓh 7¨� e− 'ØÒôh     ( 105 ) 

� = e6Ø + ÂÒÌ'ØÌ + ÂÒÌÌ'ÌØÓh 7¨� e− 'ØÒÌh − ÒÌÌÒôÌ e6Ø + ÂÒô'ØÌ + ÂÒôÌ'ÌØÓh 7¨� e− 'ØÒôh     ( 106 ) 

6̀U = �Ð8UÑ	Ë , `UU = ÑË ( 107 ) 

Eqs. (100) to (104) show the fundamental singular solutions in the Laplace transform 
domain for a point force in 3D solid of infinite extent. This limiting case supports that the 
Laplace transform domain fundamental solutions of dynamic unsaturated poroelasticity 
for 3D cases derived in previous sections are likely to be correct. 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, firstly coupled governing differential equations of a porous medium 
saturated by two compressible fluids (water and air) subjected to dynamic loadings are 
presented based on the poromechanics theory within the framework of the suction-based 
mathematical model presented by Gatmiri (1997) and Gatmiri et al. (1998). After that, the 
Boundary Integral Equation (BIE) is developed directly from those equations via the use 
of the weighted residuals method for the first time. Finally, the associated fundamental 
solution in the Laplace transformed domain is presented by the use of the method of 
Hörmander (1963) for 3D �� − �� − �� formulation of unsaturated porous media. Also, 
the singular behavior of the fundamental solutions is studied in order to be able to 
determine the unknown boundary data. It is observed that the singularity of these 



solutions is equal to the elastostatic, poroelastostayic or the acoustic fundamental 
solutions.  

The derived Laplace transform domain fundamental solutions can be directly 
implemented in time domain BEM in which the convolution integral is numerically 
approximated by a new approach so-called “Operational Quadrature Methods” developed 
by Lubich (1988 a, b) to model the transient behaviour of unsaturated porous media. This 
enables one to develop more effective numerical hybrid BE/FE methods to solve 3D 
nonlinear wave propagation problems in the near future. 
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Appendix A  Example of appendix  

6̀'� = 6Ñ 5�Ð8Ñ	�ÌË'Ì �ÐôÌ5�ÎÎôÌ ��ÐôÌ5�ÎÎÌÌ ��ÐôÌ5ÐÌÌ��ÐôÌ5ÐÓÌ��ÐôÌ5ÐÔÌ�     (A.1) 

`U'� = 6Ñ 5�Ð8Ñ	�ÌË'Ì �ÐÌÌ5�ÎÎôÌ ��ÐÌÌ5�ÎÎÌÌ ��ÐÌÌ5ÐôÌ��ÐÌÌ5ÐÓÌ��ÐÌÌ5ÐÔÌ�     (A.2) 

`Â'� = 6Ñ 5�Ð8Ñ	�ÌË'Ì �ÐÓÌ5�ÎÎôÌ ��ÐÓÌ5�ÎÎÌÌ ��ÐÓÌ5ÐôÌ��ÐÓÌ5ÐÌÌ��ÐÓÌ5ÐÔÌ�     (A.3) 

`�'� = 6Ñ 5�Ð8Ñ	�ÌË'Ì �ÐÔÌ5�ÎÎôÌ ��ÐÔÌ5�ÎÎÌÌ ��ÐÔÌ5ÐôÌ��ÐÔÌ5ÐÌÌ��ÐÔÌ5ÐÓÌ�     (A.4) 

6̀'� = ��Ï5CÏËÏ'	'�ï8Um	CÏ�ïÔÌ5ïÌÌ��ïÓÌ5ïÌÌ� eλUU − �ì=<�f<5ð<,<0	5ì<<�f=5ð=,=0	�,<�f=5ð=,=0	 sh       (A.5) 

`U'� = ��Ï5CÏËÏ'	'�ï8Um	CÏ�ïÔÌ5ïÓÌ��ïÌÌ5ïÓÌ� eλÂU − �ì=<�f<5ð<,<0	5ì<<�f=5ð=,=0	�,<�f=5ð=,=0	 sh       (A.6) 

`Â'� = ��Ï5CÏËÏ'	'�ï8Um	CÏ�ïÓÌ5ïÔÌ��ïÌÌ5ïÔÌ� eλ�U − �ì=<�f<5ð<,<0	5ì<<�f=5ð=,=0	�,<�f=5ð=,=0	 sh       (A.7) 

6̀'� = ��T5CTËT'	'�ï8Um	CT�ïÔÌ5ïÌÌ��ïÓÌ5ïÌÌ� eλUU − �ì=<�f=5ð=,=0	5ì==�f<5ð<,<0	�,=�f<5ð<,<0	 sh       (A.8) 

`U'� = ��T5CTËT'	'�ï8Um	CT�ïÔÌ5ïÓÌ��ïÌÌ5ïÓÌ� eλÂU − �ì=<�f=5ð=,=0	5ì==�f<5ð<,<0	�,=�f<5ð<,<0	 sh       (A.9) 

`Â'� = ��T5CTËT'	'�ï8Um	CT�ïÓÌ5ïÔÌ��ïÌÌ5ïÔÌ� eλ�U − �ì=<�f=5ð=,=0	5ì==�f<5ð<,<0	�,=�f<5ð<,<0	 sh       (A.10) 

6̀�� = − ÍÎ�ï8Um	�ïÔÌ5ïÌÌ��ïÓÌ5ïÌÌ� eλUU − �ì=<�65ÍÎ	5ÍÎì<<	ÍÎ,< sh       (A.11) 

`U�� = − ÍÎ�ï8Um	�ïÔÌ5ïÓÌ��ïÌÌ5ïÓÌ� eλÂU − �ì=<�65ÍÎ	5ÍÎì<<	ÍÎ,< sh       (A.12) 

`Â�� = − ÍÎ�ï8Um	�ïÓÌ5ïÔÌ��ïÌÌ5ïÔÌ� eλ�U − �ì=<�65ÍÎ	5ÍÎì<<	ÍÎ,< sh       (A.13) 

6̀�� = 6�ïÔÌ5ïÌÌ��ïÓÌ5ïÌÌ� �λUU − K)U 	�λUU − Λ)U 	    (A.14) 



`U�� = 6�ïÔÌ5ïÓÌ��ïÌÌ5ïÓÌ� �λÂU − K)U 	�λÂU − Λ)U 	    (A.15) `Â�� = 6�ïÓÌ5ïÔÌ��ïÌÌ5ïÔÌ� �λ�U − K)U 	�λ�U − Λ)U 	    (A.16) 

6̀�� = 0�ï8Um	,< �5�ï8Um	ì=<8�ðT,T05fT	íî	ïÌÌ8ðì=<0Ì�ïÔÌ5ïÌÌ��ïÓÌ5ïÌÌ�    (A.17) 

`U�� = 0�ï8Um	,< �5�ï8Um	ì=<8�ðT,T05fT	íî	ïÓÌ8ðì=<0Ì�ïÔÌ5ïÓÌ��ïÌÌ5ïÓÌ�    (A.18) 

`Â�� = 0�ï8Um	,< �5�ï8Um	ì=<8�ðT,T05fT	íî	ïÔÌ8ðì=<0Ì�ïÓÌ5ïÔÌ��ïÌÌ5ïÔÌ�    (A.19) 

6̀�� = − �65ÍÎ	�ï8Um	�ïÔÌ5ïÌÌ��ïÓÌ5ïÌÌ� eλUU − �ì=Ï�65ÍÎ	5ÍÎìÏ<	ÍÎ,< sh       (A.20) 

`U�� = − �65ÍÎ	�ï8Um	�ïÔÌ5ïÓÌ��ïÌÌ5ïÓÌ� eλÂU − �ì=Ï�65ÍÎ	5ÍÎìÏ<	ÍÎ,< sh       (A.21) 

`Â�� = − �65ÍÎ	�ï8Um	�ïÓÌ5ïÔÌ��ïÌÌ5ïÔÌ� eλ�U − �ì=Ï�65ÍÎ	5ÍÎìÏ<	ÍÎ,< sh       (A.22) 

6̀�� = '�Ð8UÑ	CÏ �5�ï8Um	ì=<8�ðÏ,Ï05fÏ	�65íî	�ïÌÌ8ðì=<0Ì�ïÔÌ5ïÌÌ��ïÓÌ5ïÌÌ�    (A.23) 

`U�� = '�Ð8UÑ	CÏ �5�ï8Um	ì=<8�ðÏ,Ï05fÏ	�65íî	�ïÓÌ8ðì=<0Ì�ïÔÌ5ïÓÌ��ïÌÌ5ïÓÌ�    (A.24) 

`Â�� = '�Ð8UÑ	CÏ �5�ï8Um	ì=<8�ðÏ,Ï05fÏ	�65íî	�ïÔÌ8ðì=<0Ì�ïÓÌ5ïÔÌ��ïÌÌ5ïÔÌ�    (A.25) 

6̀�� = 6�ïÔÌ5ïÌÌ��ïÓÌ5ïÌÌ� �λUU − G�U	�λUU − Λ�U 	    (A.26) `U�� = 6�ïÔÌ5ïÓÌ��ïÌÌ5ïÓÌ� �λÂU − K�U	�λÂU − Λ�U 	    (A.27) `Â�� = 6�ïÓÌ5ïÔÌ��ïÌÌ5ïÔÌ� �λ�U − K�U	�λ�U − Λ�U 	    (A.28) 

 


